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Statistical fluctuations are observed to profoundly influence the clustering behavior of granular material in a
vibrated system consisting of two connected compartments. When the number of particlesN is sufficiently
largesN<300 is sufficientd, the clustering follows the lines of a standard second-order phase transition and a
mean-field description works. For smallerN, however, the enhanced influence of statistical fluctuations breaks
the mean-field behavior. We quantitatively describe the competition between fluctuations and mean-field be-
havior sas a function ofNd using a dynamical flux model and molecular dynamics simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is one of the most characteristic features of
granular gases, arising from the inelastic collisions between
the particles, and making them fundamentally different from
any ordinary molecular gas. The clustering phenomenon was
first observed in molecular dynamicssMDd simulations of a
freely cooling gas, consisting of inelastically colliding par-
ticles in the absence of gravity and energy inputf1g. Every
particle was given an initial velocity and after a number of
collisions, a separation into dense and dilute regions set in.
Since collisions are more frequent in dense regions and
hence the dissipation is stronger there, ultimately almost all
the particles were seen to accumulate in clusters of slow
particles. The intermediate regions were depleted, containing
only a few sbut relatively fastd particles.

More recently, the clustering phenomenon has been stud-
ied also in drivensvibrofluidizedd granular gases. A particu-
larly clear-cut illustration of the effect is found when the
system is divided into two equally sized compartments sepa-
rated by a wall of finite heightf2–6g. This type of geometry
enables a straightforward quantification of the clustering pro-
cess by counting the number of particles in each compart-
ment at a given time. Pictures taken from experiments in
such a setup are shown in Fig. 1. At strong shakingfFig.
1sadg the particles spread equally over the two compartments,
just as in any ordinary molecular gas. However, when the
shaking strength is reduced below a critical thresholdfFigs.
1sbd–1sddg, the particles cluster into one of the two compart-
ments. A steady asymmetric configuration is reached in
which one compartment contains many slow particles, and
the other compartment only a few, but rapid ones. When the
shaking strength is decreased further, the configuration
gradually becomes more asymmetric.

A quantitative model for the clustering of a granular gas
in such a compartmentalized system was derived by Eggers
f3g, based on a statistical description of the energy budget
within the gas. Central in this model is a flux function, which
represents the flow of particles between the compartments:
The flux out of compartmenti si =1,2d, containing a fraction
ni of the total number of particles in the system, is given by
the functionFsnid. The dynamics of the model is then gov-

erned by the following balance equationf3,4g:

dn1

dt
= − Fsn1d + Fsn2d + j1, s1d

i.e., the change in the particle fraction in compartment 1 is
equal to the mean flux it receives from compartment
2 fFsn2dg, minus the mean flux leaving compartment

FIG. 1. Experimental snapshots from a clustering experiment in
a compartmentalized container withN=300 glass beads. At strong
shaking samplitudea=1.0 mm, frequencyf =70 Hzd the particles
are distributed evenly over the two compartmentssad. When the
shaking strength is reducedsa=1.0 mm, f =50 Hzd an asymmetric
clustered state is seen to developsbd–sdd. The pictures are taken 5
sbd, 10 scd, and 25 ssdd after reducing the shaking strength.
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1 fFsn1dg. The last termj1 is the noise term, which is gener-
ally assumed to be Gaussian and whitef3,7,8g.

Due to particle conservationsn1+n2=1d the dynamics
given by Eq.s1d can be rewritten as

dn1

dt
= Gsn1d + j1, s2d

whereGsn1d=−Fsn1d+Fs1−n1d is the net mean flux out of
compartment 1. So far the focus has been on systems con-
taining a large number of particles, for which the statistical
noise constitutes only a relatively small perturbation to the
mean-field behavior governed byGsn1d. For such systems,
the Eggers flux model has proven to describe the clustering
transition very well, not only for a two-compartment system
but also for the generalized case ofk.2 connected compart-
mentsf4–6g. In this paper, however, we will reduce the par-
ticle number to such an extent that the influence of the noise
term becomes comparable tosor even stronger thand the
mean-field behavior. Thus we witness how the mean-field
phase transition gives way to its noise-dominated counter-
part. At sufficiently high noise ratessi.e., small particle num-
berNd the transition is completely wiped out and no cluster-
ing occurs anymore.

The compartmentalized gas at handslike many other
granular systemsd is inherently noisy, owing to the fact that it
containsmuchfewer particles than the typical 1023 from text-
book statistical physics. This makes it a very natural and
suitable model system to study the influence of statistical
fluctuations on critical phenomenaf9–11g. It may be taken to
represent a much wider class of systems with a limited num-
ber of particles. In particular, the results of the present study
are expected to holdsqualitativelyd also for the clustering
transition in related granular systems such as the horizontally
shaken setup introduced by Breyet al. f12,13g.

Formally, a phase transitionsand the existence of a critical
pointd is defined only in the limitN→`, but here we will use
the same terminology also in the more intuitive context of
finite-size systems.

We will study the granular gas by means of molecular
dynamics simulations. To connect the MD data to the dy-
namical model, we discretize Eq.s2d:

nist + dtd − nistd
dt

= G„nistd… + j„nistd…, s3d

which, if we takedt equal to the periodicity of the shaking
sand take this period as the unit of time, sodt=1d, can be
written as

nist + 1d = nistd + M„nistd… + j„nistd…. s4d

Here the notationM(nistd) finstead ofG(nistd)g is adopted to
stress that we are now dealing with the discrete-time map-
ping from stroke to stroke. To obtainM andj from the MD
simulations, one simply counts the number of particles that
changes compartment during one complete shaking cycle:
the average corresponds toM fwhich may be directly com-
pared with the net fluxFsnid according to Eggers’ theoryg,
and the fluctuations definej. We will in particular study the
case of small total particle numberN, down toN=50. The

dynamics given by Eq.s4d has the advantage over Eq.s2d
that it is easier to implement the constraint onni to take on
only positive integer values, and it more naturally captures
the small-number noise.

Moreover, since in the present context the number of par-
ticles is a crucial parameter, we will work mostly with the
actual particle numbersNi swith N1+N2=Nd instead of the
particle fractionsni, which conceal the actual numbers. Of
course, the two notations can be translated into one another
via ni =Ni /N.

The paper is constructed as follows. Section II gives the
MD results for the differentsuniform and clusteredd shaking
regimes, and describes how the nature of the clustering tran-
sition changes for decreasing particle numberN. In Sec. III
the mapping Eq.s4d is reconstructed from the MD data, i.e.,
both the mean-field termM and the fluctuation termj. In
Sec. IV we introduce a potential related toM, which enables
a direct comparison between the strengths ofM and j. In
Sec. V we then describe the time correlations in the signal
nistd, one of the key indicators of a critical point in the theory
of phase transitions, and used here to illustrate the break-
down of the mean-field behavior for smallN. Finally, Sec. VI
contains concluding remarks.

II. MD SIMULATIONS

A. Numerical scheme

The molecular dynamics simulations are based on a code
that updates the particle and bottom positions every 10−5 s.
Between collisions, the particles move freely, describing
parabolic paths under the influence of gravity. Whenever a
particle-particle or particle-wall collision takes place, sig-
naled by a spatial overlap, the velocity vector of the involved
particles after collision is computed from the vector before
collision according to Newton’s laws.

The simulated system consists of two connected rectangu-
lar compartments of size 2.4534.90 cm2, separated from
each other along their longest side by a 3 cmhigh wall. A
total number ofN particles is distributed over the two com-
partments and given a random initial velocity following a
normal distribution. The particles are chosen to be smooth
sno frictiond and hard sno deformationd with radius r
=1.25 mm and are taken to be made of steel, having mass
m=0.0625 g and coefficient of restitutioneparticles=0.85. The
particle positions are sampled every 0.01 s. Given the typical
velocity of the particlessin the order of 1 m/sd this means
that a particle travels roughly 1 cm between successive
samples. This is a reasonable trade-off between a very fast
sampling ratesfor which the situation from sample to sample
would change only littled and a slow onesfor which the
simulation would have to run longerd.

This procedure gives information not only on the change
in the particle distribution, but also on how many particles
have changed compartment from 1→2 and 2→1. As a re-
sult, not only the net particle fluxfGsN1dg but also the indi-
vidual fluxes from compartments 1fFsN1dg and 2fFsN2dg are
obtained.

The side walls enclosing the setup are taken to be infi-
nitely high, so the system has no upper boundary. All walls,
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including the bottom, are assigned a coefficient of normal
restitution equal to that of glass,ewall=0.95.

Just as in the experiment depicted in Fig. 1, energy is
injected into the system by means of a sinusoidally vibrating
bottom with adjustable frequency and amplitude. For sim-
plicity, the amplitude is fixed ata=1 mm in all simulations
presented in this paper, such that the frequency is the only
control parameter by which we tune the shaking strength.

B. Time evolution and probability distribution functions

The MD results give a very clear picture of the main
phenomenology around the clustering transition. In Fig. 2
sleft columnd we see how the number of particles evolves in

the left compartment as a function of time, for three different
frequencies around the critical one. These simulations were
done forN=300 particles, starting out from the symmetric
distribution with N1s0d=N2s0d=150. The particle distribu-
tion was sampled at 100 Hz, and each picture depicts 105

sampless103 sd in the steady state.
These and similar time series yield the probability distri-

bution functionsPDFd shown in the right column of Fig. 2,
representing the probability of finding a given number of
particles within a compartment. In creating the PDFs the
particle numbers for both compartments are used, therefore
these are always symmetric aroundN/2 due to particle con-
servation. The maximum value of the PDF gives the most
probable particle distribution and the width of the peaks

FIG. 2. Molecular dynamics simulations forN=300 particles. Left: Time evolution of the number of particles in the left compartment
fN1stdg starting from the symmetric distributionN1s0d=N2s0d=N/2=150. Right: Probability distribution function showing the statistical
distribution of the particles over the two compartments. Three different regimes are distinguished, depending on the shaking strength.sId At
mild shaking stop, f =50 Hzd, the particles cluster in one of the two compartments.sII d At intermediate shaking strengthsmiddle, f
=55 Hzd, they still tend to cluster, but the system is intermittently driven out of this state by the statistical fluctuations.sIII d For strong
shakingsbottom, f =70 Hzd, the system is fluctuating around the symmetric distribution.
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around the maximum value is a measure of the magnitude of
the fluctuations. The first 104 sampless102 sd are omitted, in
order to avoid initial transients, using the next 106 samples
s104 sd for the determination of the PDFs. The form of the
PDFs around the clustering transition has been discussed
also in f7g, not from molecular dynamics simulations but as
the solution of the master equations for a modified version of
the Eggers model; and inf8g for the clustering ofN=1000
granular particles in two connected compartments driven by
a stochastic heat bath.

Let us first consider the shaking frequencyf =50 Hz sFig.
2, topd. The initial symmetric distribution is highly unstable
and the particles rapidly cluster into one of the two compart-
ments. The clustered state atN1<275 is stable and the par-
ticle distribution will fluctuate around this value as the shak-
ing is continued. This behavior is reflected in the PDF which
has two separate peaks corresponding to the two clustered
states, withN1.N2 scluster in left compartment, depicted in
the time series plotd and N1,N2 scluster in right compart-
mentd, respectively. The maximum and mean values of the
peaks are not located at precisely the same position, as the
peaks are skewed slightly toward the centerN/2.

Increasing the shaking strength tof =55 Hz shows a
change in the behavior of the particle distributionsFig. 2,
middled. The unclustered state still is unstable and the par-
ticles rapidly begin to cluster into one of the compartments.
However, due to the increased shaking strengthsand the fact
that the clustered state lies closer to the symmetric state than
befored the fluctuations are strong enough to take the system
out of this situation and toward the unclustered state again.
Since this is unstable, the system quickly evolves back into
either one of the two clustered states, giving rise to the in-
termittent behavior seen in the time series. Looking at the
corresponding PDF, two distinct peaks are still present, but
they are now connected, in agreement with the observation
that the system spends some considerable time in the neigh-
borhood of the unclustered state. The fact that the two peaks
have moved closer together illustrates the decreased asym-
metry of the clustered state, and their broadening reflects the
stronger fluctuations.

For strong shaking,f =70 Hz, the only stable configura-
tion is the unclustered statesFig. 2, bottomd. Here the energy
input into the systemsvia the vibrating bottomd overpowers
the energy dissipationsvia the inelastic collisionsd and no
clustering occurs. Hence the particle distribution is seen to
fluctuate around the unclustered state. The PDF reduces to a
single peak, taking the shape of a Gaussian distribution
around the unclustered state. Note that the peak is narrower
than those forf =55 Hz smiddle plotd: the influence of the
fluctuations has decreased again.

C. The clustering transition for varying total
particle number N

The PDFs obtained for a range of frequencies around the
critical value fc can be used to construct the bifurcation dia-
grams of Fig. 3. Here we see how the PDF evolves as func-
tion of f for three different particle numbers:N=300 stop
leftd, 100 stop rightd, and 50 sbottom left and rightd. The

magnitude of the PDF is indicated by the gray scale, with
black corresponding to a low probabilitys0.1,p/pmax
ø0.15d and white to the highests0.95,p/pmaxø1d. The
sredd backbone curve locates the maximum of the PDF
fpmaxsfdg, and the width of the gray-scale area around this
curve is directly related to the amplitude of the fluctuations.

For N=300 particles the transition between the unclus-
tered and clustered states resembles that of second-order
phase transitions known from equilibrium statistical physics,
with a characteristic pitchfork bifurcation, branching off as
sfc− fdb, with b= 1

2 being the standard mean-field critical ex-
ponentf14g. When the critical frequencysf = fc<56.7 Hzd is
approached from above, the fluctuations around thesstabled
symmetric state grow. Below the critical pointsf , fcd the
symmetric state is unstable, and it has given way to two
asymmetric distributions, one withN1.N2 scluster in the left
compartmentd and one withN1,N2 scluster in right com-
partmentd. These distribution become more asymmetric asf
is lowered further away from the critical pointfc, while the
fluctuations around the equilibrium decrease. All in all, in
this case with relatively many particles the clustering transi-
tion is very similar to that predicted by the Eggers model
with zero noisef3g. Together with experimental resultsf4g,
these MD simulations further validate the Eggers model and
its ability to capture the many-particlesmean-fieldd transi-
tion.

Reducing the number of particles in the system causes a
change in the transition, since the fluctuations become so
strong that they destroy the mean-field characteristics. For
N=100 particlessFig. 3, top rightd the bifurcation branches
are already no longer following the standard square root be-
havior. Just belowfc<32 Hz they stay somewhat closer to
the symmetric state, owing to the fact that the fluctuations
cause the system to switch intermittently from one clustered
state to the other, and in doing so force it to spend some time
in the unstable symmetric state as wellscf. the time series in
Fig. 2, middle plotd.

On the other hand, far away from the critical point the
clustering is very pronounced, even more so than in the case
of N=300 particles. This is due to the small shaking strength
here, which leads to an enhanced clusteringf3,4g.

The breakdown of the mean-field behavior becomes even
more evident forN=50 sFig. 3, bottom leftd. Here we also
note that the critical behavior does not actually disappear but
is just overwhelmedsand thus made increasingly hard to seed
by the large fluctuations. At shaking frequencies abovefc
<26 Hz, the symmetric state is stable. Upon decreasing the
driving frequency belowfc, the particles attempt to cluster in
one of the compartments—with many intermittent switches
from one compartment to the other—but the branches do not
manage to form a fork anymore. In fact, a further decrease of
f makes the shaking strength so small that the particlessstart-
ing from the symmetric distribution with 25 particles in each
compartmentd are not able to overcome the separating wall
anymore, and they are frozen in the initial state. This also
explains the vanishing fluctuations forf ø17 Hz.

If alternatively we start out from the clustered stateswith
all 50 particles in the left compartmentd we get the transition
diagram of Fig. 3, bottom right. Up tof =18 Hz the particles
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remain frozen in the clustered configuration, followed by a
regime where half-grown clusters are intermittently switch-
ing from one compartment to the others19ø f ø25 Hzd, un-
til finally the symmetric distribution becomes stable atfc
<26 Hz.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MAP

A. Flux function

We will now proceed to reconstruct the flux function from
the MD data, i.e., the outflow of particles from a compart-
ment as a function of its particle content. In contrast to the
simulations used to create the time series in Fig. 2, where the
particles initially were distributed equally over the two com-
partments followed by simulating for a long time, this time
we sweep through different initial distributions, in order to
get sufficient statistics also for the improbable states. The
sampling interval is synchronized to the frequency of the
shaking, in order to obtain the outflow of particles during one
complete shaking cycle, and hence the discrete-time map of
Eq. s4d.

To justify the form of the mapping in Eq.s4d, we mea-
sured the correlation between the numbers of particles that

change compartment in successive strokes, and found that
the outflow in any shaking cycle is indeed uncorrelated to the
outflow in the previous stroke. The particle outflow is there-
fore a Markovian processf10g, only depending on the num-
ber of particles in the compartment at the start of the shaking
cycle sand not on previous particle numbers at earlier
strokesd.

For every initial distribution, 20 prestrokes are carried out
with an infinitely high wall separating the compartments, en-
abling the particles within each compartment to equilibrate.
The wall is then abruptly reduced to 3 cm, after which 20
more strokes are carried out. The results from these last 20
strokes are used to determine the outflow shown in Fig. 4.
This procedure is repeated 1000 timessfor different initial
conditionsd to get good statistics.

Figure 4, forN=300 particles, contains the results forf
=50 stop plotd, 55 smiddle plotd, and 70 Hzsbottom plotd. As
expected the outflow is seen to increase with the shaking
strength. The gray scale indicates how probable a given out-
flow is for a compartment containingNi particles si =1,2d.
The sblued backbone line corresponds to the average outflow
of particles, which is the MD analog of the Eggers flux func-
tion FsNid with zero noise. Just as predicted by Eggers’
theory, the average outflow is a one-humped function ofNi,

FIG. 3. sColor onlined The clustering transition for three different particle numbers:N=300 stop leftd, 100 stop rightd, and 50 particles
fbottom left sstarting with both compartments equally filledd and rightsstarting from a clustered statedg. The contours give the probability.
These diagrams are constructed from the PDFsscf. Fig. 2d for a range of shaking frequenciesf around the critical valuefc; the PDFs of Fig.
2 are vertical cuts through this figure. The circles along the backbone curvesredd represent the maximum of the PDF at each measured
frequency. ForN=300 the diagram has all the characteristics of a standard second-order phase transition: a pitchfork bifurcation with its
branches opening assfc− fdb, with the mean-field critical exponentb=1/2. ForN=100 the branches do not follow this power law anymore
due to the increased influence of statistical fluctuations, and forN=50 even the branches themselves have deteriorated.
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which is indeed an essential prerequisite for the clustering
phenomenon to occurf3g. However, where the theoretical
Eggers function has the formFsNid~Ni

2 exps−BNi
2d, the re-

constructed flux function starts out fromNi =0 with a power
smaller than quadratic. This can be traced back to the fact
that in the Eggers theory the dissipation was taken to result
from the binary collisions between the particles onlysthe
frequency of which grows asNi

2d, whereas in reality also the

collisions of the particles with the wallsslinear in Nid con-
tribute f15g. At low densitiessNi →0d the particle-wall colli-
sions even become the dominant source of dissipation.

A dynamical equilibrium between the compartmentssnot
necessarily stabled is obtained when the average flux of par-
ticles going from 1→2 is balanced by the flux in the oppo-
site direction 2→1. In Fig. 5 we therefore plot the averaged
flux of particles leaving compartment 1sstarting out from
zero atN1=0d together with the flux from compartment 2
sstarting out from zero atN1=300, i.e.,N2=0d: We do so for
f =50 stopd, 55 smiddled, and 70 Hzsbottomd. Where the two
curves intersect the total flux vanishes and the system is in
equilibrium.

In the first plotsf =50 Hzd threeequilibrium points can be

FIG. 4. sColor onlined Contour plots showing the probability
density of having a given outflow of particles from a compartment
as a function of the number of particlesN1 in the compartment, for
f =50 supperd, 55 smiddled, and 70 Hzslowerd, all at driving ampli-
tudea=1 mm. The probability density has been normalized to 1 for
each value ofN1 sintegrating along a vertical line in the figured and
its value can be read off from the gray-scalescolord bar. Thesblued
backbone line corresponds to the averaged particle fluxFsN1d,
which can slightly differ from the most probable flux. The plots are
based on MD simulations during 20 000 driving strokes.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined The averaged fluxesFsN1d sblackd and
FsN2d fgray sreddg in a two-compartment system, obtained from
MD simulations for f =50 stopd, 55 smiddled, and 70 Hzsbottomd
with a=1 mm. Where the two curves intersect, the flux of particles
out of compartment 1sblack, starting out from zero atN1=0d is
balanced by the particles it receives from compartment 2fgray
sredd, starting out from zero atN1=300, i.e.,N2=0g.
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discerned, corresponding to thesunstabled symmetric distri-
bution hN1=N2=150j and the two stable clustered states
hN1<25,N2<275j andhN1<275,N2<25j. The second plot
sf =55 Hzd is close to the critical frequency and the three
equilibria are on the verge of merging into one, i.e., into the
symmetric distribution. In the third plotsf =70 Hzd the sym-
metric equilibrium is the only one left, and has become
stable in the process.

B. Stochastic map

In any equilibrium state the net fluxGsN1d=−FsN1d
+FsN2d is zero. This quantity is shown in Fig. 6 for the same
three frequencies as in Figs. 4 and 5. The left column shows
the net flux and the right column the averaged function
kGsNdl=k−FsN1d+FsN2dl. Since we have sampled the flux
per stroke of the driving, this averaged net flux is precisely
the mean-field term of the mapping introduced in Eq.s4d:

kGsNidl = MsNid. s5d

The form of MsNid gives information not only about the
position of the equilibrium states, but also about their stabil-
ity. In the clustered regime,MsNid takes the form of an
S-shaped curvesFig. 6, top rowd. Three points of zero net
flux exist, corresponding to the two asymmetric equilibria
toward the sidessclustered statesd and the symmetric distri-
bution in the middle. From the sign ofMsNid on the intervals
between these zeros, it immediately follows that the clus-
tered states are stable and the symmetric one is unstable. For
example, for 25&N1&150, the net flux into compartment 1
is negative: This means that during the following strokes
compartment 1 will be depleted even more until it reaches
the equilibrium atN1<25 where the average net flux van-
ishes.

Closing in upon the critical frequency, the S-shaped curve
is stretched out around the symmetric distributionsFig. 6,

FIG. 6. sColor onlined The net fluxGsNd=−FsN1d+FsN2d sleft columnd and its averagekGsNdl=k−FsN1d+FsN2dl smiddle columnd
obtained from MD simulations forf =50 stopd, 55 smiddled, and 70 Hzsbottomd. The amplitude of the driving isa=1 mm. The right column
shows the potentialVsNid corresponding to the average net fluxesssee Sec. IVd. For mild shakingsf =50 Hz, topd the potential consists of
two wells srepresenting the clustered statesd separated by a barrier. At the critical shaking frequencysclose tof =55 Hz, middled the barrier
disappears, and for higher shaking strengths the potential has just one single minimum at the symmetric stateNi =N/2 sf =70 Hz, bottomd.
The data have been fitted to a quartic potential as in Eq.s10d, with the coefficientshV0,a,bj taking on the valuesh−36.34,−0.0848,2.77
310−6j for f =50 Hz, h−20.68,−0.0248,1.16310−6j for f =55 Hz, andh43.48, 0.1396, 0.87310−6j for f =70 Hz. Precisely at the critical
point, the coefficienta sassociated with the quadratic term of the potentiald goes through zero.
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middle rowd. At the critical frequency itself,MsNid becomes
very flat and has an inflection point at the symmetric solu-
tion. At this point the two clustered states recombine with the
symmetric state.

Above the critical frequency only this symmetric equilib-
rium survivessFig. 6, bottom rowd, which is clearly stable
now: ForN1.N/2 the averaged net flux is negative, deplet-
ing the compartment until the equilibrium atN1=N/2 is
reached. Equivalently forN1,N/2 the average net flux is
positive and the compartment will gain particles untilN1
=N/2.

Also thefluctuation termfjsNidg of the mapping in Eq.s4d
can be obtained from Fig. 6. Making a cut in the vertical
direction through the contour plots in the left column, the
width of the distribution at any given value ofNi corresponds
to the magnitude of the fluctuations at that point, i.e., to
jsNid.

We find that the distributions along the vertical cuts
follow an approximately Gaussian profile, with standard
deviation

ssNid = ÎkG2sNid − kGsNidl2l ; jsNid. s6d

The standard deviationssNid is highest in the middle region
snearNi =N/2d as can be seen in Fig. 7, and decreases toward
the sides. We also observe thatssNid grows with increasing
frequency, though less strongly than the magnitude of the
average fluxssee Figs. 4 and 5d. This is in agreement with
our earlier observation that the relative influence of the fluc-
tuations diminishes at high frequencies above the critical
value fc.

It is interesting to compare our results with the prediction
of Eggersf3g concerning the amplitude of the fluctuations.
He assumed that the particles passing from one compartment
to the other are uncorrelated, which is equivalent to saying
thatjsNid is uncorrelated Gaussian white noisef3,16g. Under

this assumption the second moment is given byfcf. Eq.s8d in
Ref. f3g, properly integrated over time and normalized to
hold for the actual particle numbersN1 and N2=N−N1 in-
stead of particle fractionsg

s2sN1d = K2sfdfFsN1d + FsN − N1dg, s7d

with K2sfd a factor that may depend on the frequencyf sbut
not on the total number of particlesNd. In Fig. 7 we see that
this relation is satisfied reasonably well in our simulations,
with K2sfd=2.8 for each of the frequenciesf =50, 55, 70 Hz.

IV. POTENTIAL FORMULATION

In order to quantify the relative influence of the terms
MsNid andjsNid, in this section we define a potential related
to the average net fluxMsNid. In the unclustered regime this
potential has a single minimum at the symmetric distribution,
whereas in the clustered regime it becomes a double-well
potential with a barrier in the middle. By comparing the
height of this barrier to the amplitude of the noise termjsNid,
we have a direct measure for the relative importance of the
fluctuations.

The average net fluxMsNid can be interpreted as a force,
working toward one compartment. With this force one can
associate a potentialVsNid as follows:

MsNid = −
dVsNid

dNi
, s8d

or equivalently,

VsNid = −E
N/2

Ni

MsNi8ddNi8. s9d

In Fig. 6 sright columnd we have plotted the potentials cor-
responding to the average net fluxessin the middle columnd.
In fact, the raw net flux from the MD simulationssi.e., from
the M depicted in Fig. 6d was fitted to a cubic polynomial,
yielding a potential of the following general form:

VsNid = V0 + aNi
2 + bNi

4. s10d

The values ofV0, a, andb for each potential are given in the
caption of Fig. 6.

For strong shakingsf =70 Hz, bottomd the potential has
one single minimum atNi =150, representing the stable sym-
metric state. Upon reducing the frequency, the bottom of the
potential becomes flatter and flatter, giving the fluctuations
ample opportunity to have a big effect on the particle num-
bers in each compartment. At the critical shaking frequency
itself sclose tof =55 Hz, middled the minimum in the center
becomes a maximumsthe symmetric state becomes unstabled
and the potential develops two wells corresponding to the
clustered states. So in the clustered regimesf =50 Hz, topd
the potential consists of two wells separated by a barrier in
the middle.

As long as the amplitude of the fluctuations is larger than
the height of the potential barrier, the clustering dynamics
into either well will be interruptedsat irregular time inter-
valsd by a statistical fluctuation that drives the system back to

FIG. 7. The standard deviationssN1d for equivalently, the fluc-
tuation termjsN1d in Eq. s4dg of the roughly Gaussian profiles that
one gets by vertically cutting through the contour plots of the net
flux in Fig. 6; the measurements are given by the symbols, which
have been connected to guide the eye. The magnitude of the fluc-
tuations is seen to be highest around the symmetric distribution
sNi =N/2d and grows mildly with increasing driving frequencyf
=50, 55, 70 Hz. The thin fluctuating lines represent the quantity
2.8fFsN1d+FsN2dg1/2 fwith FsN1d and FsN2d taken from Fig. 5g,
which follow the curves ofssN1d reasonably well, in agreement
with Eggers’ prediction Eq.s7d.
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the symmetric statesand from there again into any of the two
wellsd. This is exactly the intermittent behavior that we ob-
served in the MD simulations for frequencies just below the
critical valuefc. In Fig. 8 the amplitude of the fluctuations is
compared to the height of the potential barrier, as function of
f, for N=300, 100, and 50 particles. It is seen that the region
where the fluctuations are larger than the barrier grows with

decreasing total particle numberN, just as expected.
When the driving frequency is reduced further belowfc,

the height of the potential barrier increasessand at the same
time the amplitude of the fluctuations decreasesd until at a
certain point the fluctuations are not able to kick the system
out of the well anymore. It is at this pointsfor N=300 and
100 particlesd that the mean-field behavior sets in. ForN
=50 the system never reaches such a point.

The situation is further illustrated in Fig. 9sad, which
shows the bifurcation diagram forN=300 particlesscf. the
backbone in Fig. 3, topd: Just below the critical frequencyfc
the points in this diagram do not follow the mean-field be-
havior fthe dashed curve, branching off assfc− fd1 / 2g but
stay closer to the symmetric state. This is the result of the
fact that the system still spends a considerable part of the
time near the symmetric state, forced by the fluctuations. The
mean-field behavior is seen to set in aroundf =56.5 Hz. This
is illustrated also in the inset of Fig. 9sad, where the dashed
straight line represents the mean-field prediction.

The deviations from the mean-field behavior are much
more apparent for smaller values ofN, as in Fig. 9sbd for
N=100. Here the critical value lies aroundfc=32 Hz, but the
mean-field behavior is hidden in the noise untilf <28 Hz.

The same potential formulation can also be applied when
the total number of particles is smaller. In Fig. 10 we show

FIG. 8. sColor onlined The amplitude of the fluctuationsfrepre-
sented by the maximal standard deviationssN/2d, i.e., jsN/2d, see
Fig. 7; sredd squares connected by dashed lineg and the height of the
potential barrierhbsN/2d fcf. Fig. 6; sblued dots connected by solid
lineg as functions of the driving frequencyf, for N=300, 100, and
50 particlesstop to bottomd. There is a region below the critical
frequencyfc sat which the barrier height becomes nonzerod where
the fluctuations are still larger than the barrier height, which means
that the system will switch intermittently from one potential well to
the other, thus frustrating the mean-field behavior. The size of this
region sand hence the overall influence of the fluctuationsd grows
for decreasing particle numberN. For N=50 particles the fluctua-
tions are seen to dominate at all frequencies.

FIG. 9. sad The bifurcation diagram forN=300 particles, driven
at an amplitude ofa=1 mm. Just below the critical frequencyfc

<57 Hz, the mean-field behaviorsindicated by the dashed lined is
slightly thwarted by the statistical fluctuations in the system. The
inset shows the same diagram with the quantity along the vertical
axis squared: the mean-field behavior now is represented by a
straight line.sbd The same forN=100 particles. It is seensalso in
the insetd that the mean-field behavior is much more disturbed than
in sad.
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two typical potentials forN=100 particles, at driving fre-
quenciesf =25 sclustered regimed and 36 Hzssymmetric re-
gimed. These have the same form as those forf =50 and 70
Hz with N=300 particlesssee Fig. 6, rightmost columnd, but
the absolute values differ considerably. In particular, the
height of the potential barrier forN=100 is much smaller
than forN=300, which means that it is much easier for the
fluctuations to overcome it.

It may also be noted that the numerical data forN=100
are coarser than those forN=300. This is due to a practical
complication at small particle numbers: the increased influ-
ence of the fluctuations makes it necessary to run the MD
simulations for a much longer time before one obtains a
reliable average net fluxMsNid, needed for the potential
VsNid. This problem becomes even worse for the case ofN
=50 particles.

V. TIME CORRELATION

A useful indicator for a phase transition in equilibrium
statistical physics is the normalized time autocorrelation
function Cstd f10,14,17g

Cstd =
kdnstddnst + tdlt

kdn2stdlt
, s11d

wherednstd;nstd−knstdlt and the indext indicates that we
take the temporal average. The functionCstd is a measure of
how correlated the signalnstd is to its valuenst+td a timet
later. It is 1 when the signal is totally correlatedsfor t=0d,
and fluctuates around zero when all correlations are lost. The
typical lifetime of correlations in the signalt0 can be defined
as the value oft for which Cstd becomes smaller thane−1

s<0.37d, corresponding to the standard mean-field form of
the autocorrelation functionCmfstd=e−t/t0 f14,18,19g. Alter-
natively, one may definet0 via the slope ofCstd as follows:

1

t0
= U−

dCstd
dt

U
t=0

, s12d

which is the decay rateof the correlations at short time
scales. Since we cannot take the validity of the mean-field
approximation for granted here, we will use this second defi-
nition of t0.

For a standard second-order phase transition the lifetime
t0 is known to diverge at the critical point, or equivalently,
the inverse time scale 1/t0 sthe decay rate of the correla-
tionsd goes to zero. We want to see to what extent this still
holds for the clustering transition in our granular system, for
decreasing values of the particle numberN.

For this purpose, we have to determine averages over the
time signal. This poses no difficulties in the regimes where
the particles are either clearly clustered or not clustered at
all, but in the intermittent regime just below the critical fre-
quencyssee Fig. 2, middled the mean valueknstdl for equiva-
lently, kN1stdlg is an ambivalent quantity, since the particle
numbers fluctuate between two different equilibrium points.
That is why in this regime we work instead with the related
quantity

estd = UN

2
− N1stdU +

N

2
, s13d

which makes all the data fluctuate around only one equilib-
rium point snamely, the upper one, betweenN/2 andNd. The
corresponding correlation function takes the form

Cstd =
kdestddest + tdlt

kde2stdlt
. s14d

The result is depicted in Fig. 11 forN=300 particles. The
autocorrelation goes from 1 downward, at different rates for
different frequencies. As expected, the slowest decrease is
observed forf around the critical frequencyfc=56–57 Hz.

From these curves, one can obtain the corresponding de-
cay rates 1/t0sfd fEq. s12dg that are plotted in Fig. 12. This
figure shows the decay rates not only forN=300 particles
stopd, but also forN=100 smiddled andN=50 sbottomd. Be-
low the critical frequencyfc we have evaluated 1/t0 both
from the raw datafwith Cstd given by Eq.s11d, solid starsg
and from the intermittency-corrected datafwith Cstd as in
Eq. s14d, open starsg. As explained above, just belowfc one
should work with the corrected, open symbols; forf ! fc the

FIG. 10. The potentialVsNid for N=100 particles at mild shak-
ing sf =25 Hzd and strong shakingsf =36 Hzd, corresponding to the
symmetric and clustered regimes, respectivelyscf. Fig. 3, middle
plotd. The raw data from the average net flux have been fitted to a
quartic polynomial as in Eq.s10d; the coefficientshV0,a,bj are
h1.90, −0.0231,5.81310−6j for f =25 Hz, andh1.00, 0.0442, 2.14
310−6j for f =36 Hz. At the critical frequencysfc<32 Hzd, the
coefficient a goes through zero and the form of the potential
changes from double well to single well.
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intermittency disappears from the signal and the solid and
open symbols simply coincide.

The standard behavior, namely, that 1/t0 goes to zero at
the critical frequency, is still clearly present forN=300 ssee
the dashed linesd. In fact, from this plot we get the most
accurate but also the smallest value of the critical frequency
fc so far, namely,fc=55.7 Hz.

The decay rate is seen to approach zero linearly, as 1/t0

~ uf − fcug with the critical exponentg=1 known from mean-
field theoryf18g. In the symmetric regimesf . fcd this linear
behavior extends relatively far beyond the critical point,
whereas in the clustered regimesf , fcd it breaks down much
more quickly. This is in agreement with the Landau theory
for second-order phase transitions and is due to the nonlin-
earities that come into play as soon as the system moves
away from the symmetric equilibriumf14,18,19g.

Also for N=100sFig. 12, middle plotd the decay rate 1/t0
is still seen to tend to zero linearly at the critical point, which
on the basis of this plot is estimated to lie atfc<28.6 Hz.
This is considerably smaller than the valuefc<32 Hz we
had found earlier from the bifurcation diagram forN=100 in
Figs. 3 and 9sbd.

Finally, for N=50 particlessFig. 12, bottomd the mean-
field behavior breaks down, as expected. A proper determi-
nation of the critical pointfc is no longer possible from this
plot, neither can one recognize the critical exponentg.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have seen that statistical fluctuations
profoundly influence the clustering behavior of a compart-
mentalized granular gas. As long as the number of particles
sNd is sufficiently large, the clustering is seen to follow the
lines of a standard second-order phase transitionsi.e., a
pitchfork bifurcation with critical exponentb=1/2d. For
smaller N, however, the enhanced influence of statistical

fluctuations overwhelms the mean-field behavior, and the
critical exponent cannot be determined anymore. We demon-
strated this by means of bifurcation diagramssFig. 3d and
also via the correlation timet0 at the clustering transition
sFig. 12d.

In order to model the fluctuations in our system, we con-
structed the mappings4d sdescribing the outflow of particles
from a compartment per shaking cycled in which the mean-
field flux and the fluctuations appear as two separate terms.
This separation enables us to directly compare the relative

FIG. 11. The normalized autocorrelation functionCstd for N
=300 particles, for various driving frequenciesf sindicated in the
plotd. The curves all decrease from the initial value 1, but at differ-
ent rates depending onf. Close to the critical frequencyfc

<56–57 Hz the decay is slowest. The curves corresponding tof
, fc are dashed, to distinguish them more easily from those forf
. fc ssolid linesd.

FIG. 12. sColor onlined The correlation decay rates 1/t0 as
function of the shaking frequency forN=300, 100, and 50 particles,
respectively. The standard behavior of 1/t0 going to zero at the
critical frequencyfc is still recognizable forN=300 and 100, but
deteriorates forN=50. The plots forN=300 and 100 show that 1/t0

approaches zero linearly, i.e., asufc− f ug with the mean-field critical
exponentg=1. The solidsblued stars are based on the raw data; the
opensredd ones have been corrected for the intermittency that oc-
curs just below the critical point, according to the recipe given in
the textfsee Eqs.s13d and s14dg.
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importance of both contributions to the dynamics, and to
study how the fluctuations start to dominate for decreasing
particle numberN.

Our results show that already atN=300 si.e., much less
than the 1023 particles of textbook statistical physicsd mean-
field results and the Eggers flux theory hold very nicely.
Only for smaller N does the finite-number noise start to
dominate, and the mean-field description breaks down.
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